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Eschlikon, August 2017 

 

Press release 

corvaglia at drinktec 2017 in Munich 

drinktec – the world’s leading trade fair for the beverage industry – will open its doors from 

11 to 15 September 2017. For corvaglia, drinktec is one of the highlights of the year because it 

gives the company the opportunity to have many interesting conversations about closure 

solutions. The expert team of corvaglia would be delighted to discuss any topic around 

beverage closures with their visitors on Stand 302 in Hall A4. 

Potential topics for discussion are the latest information about efficient closure solutions from 

Corvaglia Closures plants in Switzerland and Mexico or Corvaglia Mould & Technology's 

sophisticated closure design and durable, highly precise moulding technology. 

For example a corvaglia ‘Aqua 2522’ injection mould can be witnessed in live action. Together 

with partners Engel (Stand 324, Hall A4) and HRSflow corvaglia will have an injection mould in 

use at the fair, which is operated in exactly the same way at the Corvaglia Closures plant in 

Switzerland. corvaglia is aware that it is not the only company to produce four million closures 

a day out of one mould. However, there are not many other closure companies who produce 

such four million closures using less than 3.5 tons of resin and still meet the most stringent 

requirements of bottlers.  

Some of the caps are printed during the exhibition using a digital printer from IMDvista (Stand 

115, Hall B5). corvaglia is glad to be the first beverage closure manufacturer that uses a digital 

printing solution which is able to match the high speed of its own mould technology. This will 

enable limitless, yet economic options for printing caps in the future. 

corvaglia's ‘Aqua 2522’ mould is operated at the Engel stand (Stand 324, Hall A4). Printed cap 

samples are available on corvaglia’s stand.  

At drinktec sales managers for all regions of the world will be present at corvaglia’s booth. 

Among them corvaglia representatives that are able to provide visitors with first-hand 

information about the upcoming market launch of Corvaglia Closures USA, Inc. with a closure 

manufacturing facility in the Southeastern USA.  
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For further information, please contact: 
 
corvaglia group 
Patrick Helbling 
Executive Assistant 
p.helbling@corvaglia.ch 
T +41 71 973 77 04 
Hörnlistrasse 14 
8360 Eschlikon 
Switzerland 
 

corvaglia is a highly specialized provider of closure solutions for the beverage industry. 

Founded in 1991, the company today employs a global total of over 260 staff at its 

headquarters in Eschlikon, Switzerland, and an additional manufacturing plant in Mexico. 


